Post Show Report

Japan’s LARGEST!*

2nd AI EXPO concluded with a great success!
From April 4 to 6, 2018, AI EXPO 2018 http://www.ai-expo.jp/en/ was held at Tokyo Big
Sight, Japan. It gathered 287 exhibitors, 46,323 visitors, 14,113 conference attendees and
592 press visitors. The numbers of visitors increased by 11% this edition compared with last
edition. Throughout the show period, the show was full with visitors and the atmosphere
was very busy and lively. The participants were conducting meetings and networked one
another. As AI EXPO is Japan’s largest trade show specilaised in AI
technologies/applications/services, lots of professionals and decision makers all gather.
It is an ideal place for professionals involved in AI technologies/services to interact one
another.

Seminars by industry leaders attracted
14,113 attendees!
Welcoming 14,113 industry players as audience, the Conference took place next to AI
EXPO. At the Keynote Session, Mr. Masataka Osaki, Japan Country Manager
Vice President, Worldwide Field Operations from NVIDIA summarized the latest
developments of AI technologies generating a buzz all over the world and Mr. Richard
Socher, Chief Scientist from Salesforce highlighted a couple of scenarios and AI
applications that can benefit society greatly.
Mr. Ravi Jain, Vice President, Alexa Machine Learning Platform /Alexa from Amazon.com,
Inc. described Amazon's vision to not only make Alexa smarter, but enable developers to
offer customers a more intuitive way to interact with the technology they use every day.

Expectation growing toward the next edition

Dates: April 3 (Wed) – 5 (Fri), 2019
Venue: Tokyo Big Sight, Japan Organised by: Reed Exhibitions Japan Ltd.

Based upon the positive feedbacks from exhibitors, most of the exhibitors have already
booked their spaces for the next edition during the show period. For those who are
considering exhibiting at the next show, immediate booth reservation is highly
encouraged to secure the limited spaces in time so that the entire AI EXPO is expected to
be sold out at an early stage. If you are interested in exhibiting, please contact Show
Management.
For further information, visit the official show website http://www.ai-expo.jp/en/
or contact Show Management.

Contact:
Exhibiting Inquiries: http://www.ai-expo.jp/en/ex/
Visiting Inquiries: http://www.ai-expo.jp/en/inv/
Press Inquiries: http://www.ai-expo.jp/en/For-Press/Contact/
*1 "Largest" in reference to the exhibitor number and the net exhibit space of trade shows with the same concept.
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